State Savings Bank Statistics, Year ended 30th June, 1941.
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SOME RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

(See Plate I opposite)

above figures a1·e striking, bot understate the
1.l ilference between the main center {Nicholson, Barkly,
Paisley, Leeds Streets) and all others. In addition to the
State Savings Banks, this main center holds branches of
the Commonwealth Bank, B.S. & A. Bank, Union Bank,
Comme rcial Banking Coy. of Sydney, Bank of New South
Wales, Bank of Australasia, National Bank and Commercial Bank. whose figures should be added to those of the
main center, but are not a\'ailable.
On the other hand there is only one of the othe1·
shopping centers which hai; any other banking branch.
This is the National Bank in Yal'l'aville.
Hefercnce to the shopping center summary in Table
No. 6 >:hows that, in the main shopping sector comprising
Nicholso11, Paisley, Leeds, Barkly (to Geelong !toad), part
of Hopl<ins Street, there :ire 3l:l3 shop and uusiness s ites
(neal'ly one third of the total number).
Under annual value rating, this area contributes a
little o\'(>1· half of the total rates canied by all shops
co\'cred in the study. The proportion cari·ied by this
centel' is quite inadequate compared with the greater
n1lume of business done in this sector, ancl the other
centers are at present paying far more than thefr fail'
:-:hare of the rate burtlen.
l"nder land \·alue rnting the 333 sites in the mair, a1·ea
woulll carry oO per cent. of the rates on ~hop-sites, a
proportion much more closely following the difference in
volume of business. Not all of these sites Wl):ild carry
rate increases, howeYer, 82 receiving !'eductions in their
rates.
Site value rating, therefore, would givn more equitable a1>po1·tionment of rates between the shopping centers
as dis tinct from the incidence on individual sites within
the ccnte1·s.

CHIRNSIDE STREET

Four consecutive houses, three of average
quality and one of poor type, all of 33ft. ,
frontage ..

SCHILD

STREET

Two houses, one of fair type but old, its
neighbour newer and of more modern type,
both of 42ft. frontage,

28. EFFE(")':_.; UPOX nrn BliSI1' ESS c1<;~TB R8 OF .-\
('ff.\!li(;a.; 1~ THE DIS'l'RIHUTIOX OF 'l'HE ltATES.
It has been found that a change to site value rating
would !iring important changes in the distl'ibution of income within the citr. which would have an impo1·tant effect
upon trading eonditions.
It has been shown eadier that 80 to !JO per cent. of
the houses in Footscray would carry lower 1·ates under
site value rating than under annual value rating. This
sa vin_g benefits the lower and middle income ~roups of
the pOJ>Ulation. whose spending is predominantly in the
iocal shop1>ing centers. It is upon this group that the
shopping community relies fol' its trade.
On the other hand those receiving the rate benefits
at µ cseni, under annual \'Blue rating, are a comparatively
small ~i·oup of higher income people whose spcntliug is
lnrisely in investments which confer no benefits to the
shoppin1; l'Ommunity, and a much greate1· proportion of
outlay on gootls is spent in other districts. Almost the
whole or the rate savin{!.'s of absentee holders of ,·acant
land is .spent elsewhere.
The a ctual rate saving by the individual house is not
a Yer y lar ge figure, t>ut in the aggreg·ate it means a ve1·y
largo sum a vailable for spending in the shopping centers.
The ave1age $UviJ1g per house in each street, after balancing irains and losses, ranges from nil to £3/10/ -, and a
·round fi 4'ure of £1 overall may be used as a l'OUgh estimate. ( [ndivid ual properties in some cases will make much
g-realer sadngs t han this a\•erage figure.) Applied to the
12,000 udd dwellings. this iltdicates that a bout £12.000
more would he in the hands of the income group whose
s i>ending is J)redominantly local.

LENNOX STREET
A good type timber house with a large front.
age (66ft.) and nice garden improving a rather
poor street. Its neighbour is a poorer type
old timber house, also with a large frontage
(54ft.).

SOUTHAMPTON STREET
A good type of house, improving a rather poor
street. Opposite Is an inferior type house
tending to depreciate the values of better properties. Both are of the same frontage (50ft.)
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A D eteriorated Property tsee page 17)
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Althoug h this income would be spent over all shops,
if distributed in the same proportions as present t"ade
between the various centers, about 80 per cent. would be
spent in the main center, Nicholson, Paisley, Leeds, Hopkins, Barkly (to Geelong Hoad). The summary on Table 6
shows that this area as a whole carries rate increases
totalling £5,529 under site ,-alue rating, whereas, on the
same distribution of trade as at present, it would receive
about £10,000 o.f the 1·ate savings.
Even if the tenants of the shops in the main center
had to meet the increased rates on these s ites instead
of lhe site-owners, the increased business would compensate for the rate increases. As the charge falls upon the
site-owner, however, the tenants of the shops in these
centers must gain considerably by the augmented trade.
Nor does the spending of the rate saving above represent the full gain to the business community. The 714
shops outside the main center gain reduced rates to an
aggregate of £2,'130 unde1· site value rating. In contrast
to the main center in which the shops are largely run by
chain store organisations, these shops in minor cente1·s
are almost exclusively locally run. In most cases, there
are residences attached and in any case the proprietors
are themselves local residents whose spending is with
other shops and local tradespeople. Both their rate savings
and profits from the increased s1>ending in their shops of
householders' rate saYings a1·e turned back largely into the
district.
·
Again, we have merely considered the present trading·
position as static. In other Melboume municipalities where
s ite value rating is in force it has been found that housebuilding activity is twice as great per acre available for
buildil'l,.~ as in those using annual value rating-. Increase
of houses and occupiers brings increased volume of business and prosperity for the trading community. We make
no estimate of the extent of this benefit, although it must
be very considerable.

SOME HOUSING CONTRASTS
(See Plate II opposite)

EDGAR STREET
A fine modern brick home, improving a rather
poor street. Frontage, 36ft. Opposite is a very
inferior type house with four times the frontage (150ft.), depreciating the value of neighboring properties.

HYDE STREET
A very inferior old house with a large frontage ( 110ft.), and beyond is a vacant lot of
66ft. frontage held by the same owner. This
is a poor usage of a corner site.
Opposite is an at~ractive modern home making excellent use of a corner site and improving a decadent part of the Yarraville section.
Frontage is 30ft.

29. RATE INCREASES IN THE MAIN CENTER
WOULD PALL .MAINLY UPON ABSJ;NTEE SITEOWNERS.
If all site-owners were local residents, while sitevalue rating would chang·e the distribution of rates between individtials, it would leave the total trade of the
district unaffected, except to the extent that the individuals
previously bf.>nefi ted by annual value rating are largely
investors instead of consumers of commodities sold by the
shopR.
Where site-value rating r emoves the rnte burde n from
iocal householders and places it upon absentee site-owners,
t he ag·g-regate spendings within the district are increased.
So far as purf.>ly vacant land is concerned, it has be<.n
se::n in Section 17 that a minimum of £4,500 increase in
rates would fall upon persons living in other districts.
A dissection of all sites which carry increased rates
within the main shopping streets, shows that over 70
per cent. of the increases fall upon absentees or estates
in the hands of executors. the beneficiaries being largely
residents of other districts.
The distribution is summarised below for the various
streets in which rate increases are common, and the detailed fig'Ures for individual properties are given on Table
7 and Table 9.

STEPHEN STREET
Four consecutive houses with a wide variation
in quality. On the left is a very inferior old
house with that adjoining also a little below
average quality. Both are favored by annual
value rating.
On the right ar.e two good type timber houses
which are an asset to a rather poor looking
sector. Both are penalised by annual value
rating.

HYDE STREET
A poor type house with a vacant lot alongside
it. Both are of 30ft. frontage. This sector is
among the longest settled parts of Footsc_ray,
but has many such vacant lots.

l<ntes Carrie•\ by
Ab,entee Owncl'g

~trl•ct

Annual
s:te
-----~Value

CASTLEMAINE STREET
At the last general revaluation, made in 1937,
this house was valued and rated the same as
its neighbors. It would then have gained
under site-value rating.
It has sin~ been
allowed to deteriorate and the annual value
rates would be reduced on revaluation.
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Increases are: local owners, £1,842; Absentees, £2,951;
Estates, £1,586.
Of the total increase of .£6,379, only £1,842 falls upon
locally resident owners and £4,537, on the other two
classifications.
Reference to the detailed tables shows that it is only
in Nicholson Street that conside1·able rate increases occur
on shops under site value rating, the amounts in other
streets being very small as a business cost.
There are only 11 local owners in this main center
and of these 7 operate the shopping business as well as
owning the site. These seven thus draw part of their
income from site rent as well as ordinary trading profits.
They are, thus, in a privileged trading position as compared with their competitors and the increased rates merely
take a l>Ortion of the site-rent for municipal purposes, still
leaving them much more favorably placed than their
competitors.
This site rent is something not created by their own
efforts, but is due to the presence of a large population in
the district and to the various civic and state amenities
provided. It represents an income presented gratis to the
owner by the municipality, and no real hardship can be involved if the municipality decides to take an increased
portion for its own needs.
The ability to meet additional charges may be illustrated in the case of Forge's Pty. Ltd. This firm has a
large frontage (82 ft.), in the best situation and operates
a drapery store. The land is valued at £28,800, so that the
firm is receiving, in its returns, a site i·ent of £1,440,
apart from the ordinary business return of its competitors
on tenanted premises. Site value rating would increase
the rates by £378 up to £555. This is a very considerable
increase, but still leaves the owner with an annual income
in site rent of £900 above his competitive trading profit.
The ability to carry this charge is indicated in the fact
that the owner, only this year, purchased the site of
Woolworth's Stores in the same street, valued at £11,550.
The rate.:; in this case ai·e paid by Woolworth's.
This firm has a much larger increase in its rates than
any other because it occupies as much as 5 ordinary shop
frontages in the most valuable section, and because the
premises were of very little value. They formed a firerisk, and were burnt out while this study was in progress.
When they are re-built, they will carry a substantially increased rate under annual value rating, because the improvements will be !'lew and modern.
Of the other local owners of sites in this street,
Scovell & Spurling are large investors in property in Footscray, both vacant and built. Caldecott and Hudson also
are investors in other properties, some of which would
gain reduced rates under site value rating.
Of the absentee owners in this street, 10 are firms
whose head office is elsewhere, but which own the site
nf their business. The remainder are individuals or investment agencies. As the firm's income includes site
;·ent as well as ordinary business profit, they are well able
to absorb increased charges and are still better off than
similar firms on rented premises.

With this in mind, the terms of tenancies were investigated to find to what extent tenants would be called upon
to meet such increases temporarily, and wl1ether
they could afford them. Irrespec:tive o~ the extent of suc:h
a<,.reements, it has been shown m section 28 that, even 1f
the tenants were called upon to pay these increases, the
increased spending power in their shops would compensate
for the charge.
In considering· ability to meet such charges, it is
considered that chain organisations, with a number of
branches either in the same or other districts, are better
able to afford the payment than those where the proprietor
must pay the whole amount from his own pocket.
Nicholson Street Tenancy.
A complete analysis of the conditions of the occupiers
of shops in the Nicholson Street shopping center. is given
in Table 8. Distinction is made between occupiers who
are pure! v tenants and those who own their sites. This
Table also shows whether the firm is a chain organisation,
or under a single operator. It also shows whether the
owner or the tenant pays the rates.
The west side of this street is much more valuable than
the east side, and the increase in r.ates upon a nor~al
.frontage is higher than on the east side. The average 111crease on the west side is about £70 per annum.
Nicholson Street, West Side.
Between Barkly Street and Irving Place there are 37
shops, of which 25 are occupied by tenants and 12 owned
br the occupie1·s.
Of the 25 occupied by tenants, 15 are branches of
chain organisations, which could readily absorb the rate
inc1·ease if their contracts required it. Of the remainder,
1 is an hotel which is able to absorb the increase readily,
2 are proprietary companief', and only 7 are controlled by
single inclivicluals.
Of the 15 chain branches, 9 have leases which require
the tenant to pay the rates, the other 6 are paid by the
owner direct. The hotel and one of the two proprietary
companies also pay thE" rates.
Of the 7 shops which are not chain branches or com1>anies, in the case of 5 the owner pays the rateS; and only
in two cases does the tenant pay. As leases have not usuallv been renewed during the war, it will probably be found
that even these two are no longer required to pay the
increased rates.
Of the 12 owner occupied properties, 9 are chain
organisations, which can readily absorb the increases, 1
is a proprietary company, and the other two, Forge and
Scovell & Spu1fo1g, have been seen to be in a good position
to meet these ch<irges.
Nicholson Street, East Side.
Land values on this side are only about two-thirds
of those on the west side and, in consequence, the rate
increases are much smaller. The average increase for a
16 foot frontage on this side would be about £37.
Between Hopkins Street and Irving Street there are
39 shops and business premises, of which 31 are occupied
by tenants and 8 are owned hy the occupiers.
Of the 31 tenant occupied shops, 6 are branches of
chain organisations which can readily absorb the increases
if their contracts required it.
Of the whole 31, only in 7 cases does the tenant pay
the rates, the remaining 24 being paid by the owner
directly. Of the 7 in which the tenant pays, one is a chain
organisation.
In the remaining 6 cases in which the tenant pays the
rates, the increases range between £6 and .£39. This would
form a comparatively small increase in their business costs,
this amount being from 4 to 16 per cent. of their net
rental value and considet·ably less of the actual rents they
pay. The increase in their case would be compensated by
the increased volume of trade refened to in Section 28.
other Shopping Centers
Im·estigation shows that there are very few shops

30. AGREEMENTS UNDER WHICH THB TENANT
PAYS THE RATES.

While it is clear that owners can afford to contribute
a larger part of a value which is due to the community
at large and not the result of their own efforts, the question arises as to whether the owner always pays the rates.
It is true that owners cannot usually pass on to their
tenants rates falling on site values, but there are temporary exceptions in cases where terms of leases require
the tenant to pay the rates. In these cases, of course, the
rent is reduced by the rates normally expected, and in fact,
the owner is really paying them just as he would in the
absence of an agreement. However, with a change in the
rating system, which increases the rates, under such an
agreement the tenant would have to pay the increase for
the balance of the term of his lease. This would not usually
be a long period as ordinary leases are commonl~r only
for 3 to 5 years.
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indeed outside of Nicholson Street in which agreements
require tenants to pay the rates. Of these few cases a
number would receive rate reductions under site value
rating, while the increases in the remainder would be
small as business costs. These cases are also included on
T;Lble No. 8.
In general, the position of I.he whole shopping community would be improved with the stimulation to business,
and the increased rates on p1·operties would he carried
by the owners of the sit-es and 11ot by the tenants.

i:- immediately .i ncreased, and demand l'emaining as before,
the site rent is reduced. At the same time, owners who do

not sell but are induced to build, by i11creasing the supply
oi buildings tend to reduce rents. Thus rates faJling upon
sites must he borne by the owner~ of sites only.
32.

THJ~

DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE EFFf;CT OF
RA'fES FALLING UPON
(a) Improvements Only.
(b) Site Only.
Immediate Effects.
1. Vacant site escapes the Vacant site pays the same
rate altogethe1·.
rate as if built upon.
2. Return to investment in Return to investment in
buildings is reduced by buildings unaffected by the
rate.
the rate.
3. Capital investment in Investment in vacant sites is
buildings is reduced and reduced and diverted to:
diverted to:
.i. Increased investment in Increased investment in
buildings.
sites.
5. Speculation in sites en- Speculation in sites discouraged.
couraged.
6. Price of sites increased. Price of sites reduced.
7. Cost of building in- Cost of building reduced.
creased.
Final Eft'ecls.
8. Demand for buildings Demand for buildings conconstant.•
s tant.*
9. Supply of buildings re- Supply of buildings instricted.
creased.
10. Tenant pays the rate Site owner pays the rate
charge in increased rent charge and tenants' rents
for improvements.
reduced.

31.. HOW SHOP AND HOUSE RENTS AR.E AFFECTED
BY RATES.
It has been shown earlie1· in this study that approximately 90 per cent. of the houst:s and 66 per cent. of the
shops would actually carry reduced rates under site value
rating, while a further pr;:iportion would have no appreciable change in their rates.
This limits to a very small figure, the proportion of
cases in which any attempt at increasing rentals would
be possible. The competition from the large majority of
sites which get rate reductions would tend to prevent
the owners, in the few cases of increases, from passing
them to the tenants.
Further, the owners of this very high proportion of
tenanted houses and shops could afford to take so much
less rent from their tenants and still han~ exactly the
same return as before.
The operation of the law of supply and demand would
ensure that the rate saving is shared by both owner and
tenant. On the other hand, in the minority of cases where
rate increases occurred, they could not be passed to the
tenant.
The inevitability of a trend towards reduced rentals
under site value rating will be evident from the following
explanation of the process.
How Rents are .Fixed.
Although paid by the tenant in one sum, the i·ent for
a shop or house is a composite of two different rents, (a)
rent for the improvements, (b) i·ent for the site.
Both of these component i·ents are fixed by the interplay of supply and demand. The rent for improvements is
fixed by the number of people wanting houses and shops
compared with the number of houses and shops available.
This quantity depends directly upon the profitableness of
buildings as investments.
The rent for the site depends upon the demand for
shops or houses compared with the number of suitable
sites available. This supply is limited in the ultimate by
nature, but immediately by the number of owners willing
to sell.
,.
The etfeet upon re'\ts of rates falling Qn those two
items (a) improvements and, (b) sites, is diametrically
opposite in nature.

• Demand for buildir111" would

a~tu•llf

be

augment~

lo some extent.

33. THE AGGRl<~G •.\TE nATE BURDEN UPON
nIPHOVBMENTS.
Under the net annual rental value system of rating
in use in Footscray, the major part of the rates falls upon
the improvements and only the minor part upon the site.
The study showed that in its improved condition the
annual rental value of the district as a whole was 3.7 times
that of the sites alone. That means, for eve1·y pound of
rates contributed by sites, there were £2. 7 contributed by
improvements. Of the total rates raised, £60,500 fell upon
improvements and only £22,500 upon site values.
The proportion is not uniform over the district. In
houses and shops away from the main areas, as much
as 90 per cent. of the rate payment now falls on the
buildings. In the main Nicholson Street shopping center,
the greater part falls on the site and a minor part only on
the buildings.
This portion of the rates which falls on impro\•ements
is already being paid by the tenant. in his rent, except
where the rents mav be below market rents. The effect
of transfer of rates \,·holly to the site.c; will tend to reduce
the r ents to the extent that they now fall on improvements.
Even where no adual reduction of existini? rents is made
immediately, it 111·ould occur by preventing increases which
would otherwise occur with the upward tl'end of market
rents.
In the main shopping center, where rate increases are
common, attempts to pass the increase to tenants would
be restrained by the fact that the tenant may decide to
move to another center, and that if the outgoing tenant
was not prepared to pay an increase, it would be difficult
to get another to do so. On the other hand, if the owner
had his shop vacant for a few weeks, the loss of income
would be greater than the amount of the rate itself.
It may be noted that there is a good deal more fluidity
between the main and minor shopping centers (so far as
tenants are concerned), than is generally thought. The
rel.urn to tenants is not ~really different, the vastly greater
volume of business in the main center being absorbed by
t.he site owner in hi!{her site rent, leaving only ordinary
busine~s profits with the tenant!! in whatever center they
may be.

(a) RAn;s FALLl~G ON fi\lPROVEMENTS.
If a rate is imposE'd upon improvements, such as
houses and shops, demand for these improvements is unaltered. The supply, however, is immediately checked.
The rate on the buildings r educes the return which the
owner would get by investing in buildings as against
other channels of investment. Supply becomes checked
until the demand of tenants raises rnnts to cover the rate
imposed on improvements and restores the margin of
profit to investors in buildings. Thu~, rates falling upon
improvements are 1>aid by tenants.

(b) RATES FALLING UPON SITE VALUES.
If a rate is imposed upon the site only, the demand

for liouses and shops again l'~rnains unaltered. The etfect
upon supply is entirely different. In the case of a rate
upon improvements, the site owner could avoid the charge
altogether by holding the site unbuilt. A rate upon the
site cannot be avoided in any war. In this case, an owner
who holds the site vacant or poorly improved is faced with
a p.1yment in rates without a revenue from improvements
t.., cowr the charge. The num ber of owner11 willing to sell
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